Pricing

Pro
Best for security
teams with young
VM programs

$12.99

RBVM Core
Infrastructure cloud & endpoint
risk-based.
Vulnerability Management

per asset per year
Starting price $12,990 per
year

Popular

Review the pricing plans for NopSec’s UVRM to ﬁnd the option that best suits
your team’s needs.

Enterprise

Premium

Best for security
teams with scaling
VM programs

Best for security
teams with mature
VM programs

$16.99

per asset per year

$19.99

per asset per year

PowerIntel
Executive metrics and ROI
reporting
Celebrity Vuln Hunt
Detect celebrity or zero-day
vulnerabilities and Just-in-Time
notiﬁcations
IT Asset Prioritization
Asset inventory & prioritization
Collaborator
ITSM ticketing automation
Risk Simulator
What-if risk scenario analysis
InControl
Compensating control
validation
Attack Surface 360
External attack surface
management

NopSec helps security professionals simplify their work, effectively manage and prioritize vulnerabilities, and
make better informed decisions. NopSec’s Uniﬁed VRM is an innovative threat and vulnerability
management solution that addresses the need for better prioritization and remediation of security
vulnerabilities in a single platform.
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AppSec AVC
Ingest appsec DAST and SAST vulnerability data and
prioritize remediation.
Full Stack Insights
Correlate vulnerability data from appsec tools to
infrastructure assets and vulnerabilities, visualize the
correlation and dependency across full stacks and business
lines, deliver remediation insights, risks, and SLAs to CIO,
CISO, and business line leader personas.
Implementation
Project management, discovery of customer business
process that will translate into workﬂow through Uniﬁed
VRM, prescriptive guidance to prepare the customer tools for
integration, conﬁguration of the Uniﬁed VRM platform and
connectors, and training.
InControl
Ingest telemetry data from EDR platforms to capture
compensating control data and enrich the remediation
prioritization.
IT Asset Prioritization
Ingest asset telemetry data from Scanner, CMDB, or other
asset management tools, calculate asset criticality based on
inferred business context.

Pro
$500

per application
per year

$5.99

per asset
per year

$12,000

Popular

Popular Add-Ons

Enterprise
$500

per application
per year

$5.99

per asset
per year

$25,000

one-time PS

one-time PS

$12,000

$30,000

per year as
add-on

$12,000

per year as
add-on

per year as
add-on

Included

in subscription

Premium
$500

per application
per year

$5.99

per asset
per year

$75,000

one-time PS

Included

in subscription

Included

in subscription

RBVM Container
Ingest the active container images from various production,
staging and testing environments. The images that are not
actively in use are excluded from the subscription.

TeamRed
Ingest 3rd party penetration testing results per unique
distinctive application or pentest.

$500

per image
per year

$500

$500

per image
per year

$500

$500

per image
per year

$500

per pentest
per year

per pentest
per year

per pentest
per year

$12,000

$30,000

$75,000

ThreatForce
Aggregate threat intelligence from threat actors and
campaign, exploits, ransomware and malware, ingest
additional client-speciﬁc threat intelligence, and provide
threat intelligence API services.

per year as
add-on

per year as
add-on

per year as
add-on

Vendor Risk
Third-party domain is deﬁned as unique distinctive sub
domains across all sources. For example, www.company.com
and www.company.vendor.com are considered as two
distinctive sub domains. Each sub domain will be counted
once although multiple scanning tools or sources are used to
report the ﬁndings. Sub domains that are not actively in use
are excluded from the subscription.

$500

per 3rd-party
domain
per year

$500

per 3rd-party
domain
per year

$500

per 3rd-party
domain
per year

